TWO SHIPS IN VISION:
SDA & REFORM LAODICEAN TITANIC APOSTATE SHIP
AND THE REMNANT SHIP PHILADELPHIA:
In dealing with ships, Adventists Leaders Find One Ship Quotation and Strain at this Gnat to make the
Truth of Non-effect, by their tradition.
We will list for you the ships that Sail in the night.
Ships that Flounder.
Ships that strike rocks .
Ships that pass each other.
Ships with Rotten timbers in the Framework.
Ships that are worm-eaten.
Ships that strike Icebergs and yet go through.
Ships without Charts,
Ships that drift helpless at sea.
Ships without a Compass.
Ships without anchor.
Ships driven by Winds.
Ships full steam ahead.
These ships are listed in the Index of the Spirit of Prophecy.
Mark these words: Most Adventists accept "THE SHIP IS GOING THROUGH"; the reference for which the
Adventist Preacher does not Produce; the people rest satisfied without ASKING for it; and 999 out of
1000 of them have never seen it! And do not really know if there IS such a statement or not. Yet make
this a Prominent part of their Religion.

Only ONE SHIP?
Series B7:63: The Medical Ship! There must be "A cutting away from the men who are trying to guide
the Medical Ship into the Harbor (AMA), else they themselves (those who do not cut away!) will NEVER
reach the Haven of Rest...They will accept Fallacy after Fallacy..."Cry aloud, spare not" ...I am now giving
the Message God has given me, to give to all who claim to believe the Truth:" Come OUT from among
THEM" , and be ye SEPARATE!" 63-4.
And the worm-eaten or Rotten Timbers are the Fornicators in High Positions. TM 170, 426, 427, 428,
431, 433, 437.
"Thou art Weighed in the balances, and art found WANTING"...Your Character has in it Base
Material....Rotten Timbers." TM 440-446.

The Midnight Hour:
The fate of the Luxury Liner Laodicea. The man at the helm; mistake the Beacon Light; Steering in the
Fog.

Two Ships in Vision
"Every ship sailing the Sea of Life needs to have the Divine Pilot on board, but when storms arise, when
tempests threaten, many persons Push their Pilot overboard, and commit their Bark into the hand of
finite man, or try to steer it themselves. Then disaster and wreckage generally follow....Do not commit
yourselves into the keeping of man, but say, "The Lord is my Helper." FCE 348. 1888:
"The facts concerning the REAL condition of the Professed people of God , speak more loudly than their
Profession, and make it evident that SOME POWER has CUT THE CABLE that anchored the to the Eternal
Rock, and that they are Drifting away to Sea, without Chart and Compass." RH July 24,1888 articles
2:231. COR 36.

The Midnight:
Her Fate 1893 " "I lately read of a noble SHIP that was plowing its way across the Sea, when at Midnight,
with a terrific Crash, it struck upon a Rock; the Passengers were awakened only to SEE with Horror their
Hopeless Condition, and WITH THE SHIP they sank, TO RISE NO MORE, the Man at the Helm had
mistaken the Beacon Light." 2SM 128.
The hour: Midnight.
Where? At Sea, a Ship, with Passengers. Doing what?
SLEEPING; DREAMING.
Did things turn out as they Dreamed? No. The Ship SANK—to rise no more.
This Ship was hidden in the Ellen white estate vaults till 1958! Why?
2 SM 128 did not come out till 1958 but is found nowhere else in her writings before except maybe in
one of the books never publish by the SDA church. We wonder how many other quotes they have
hidden in the vaults from SDA's ?
Now let’s turn to a SHIP THAT DID NOT SINK: came safely into the Harbor:

A SHIP IN A FOG MEETING A ICEBERG
"Suddenly the Lookout cried, "Iceberg just ahead!" There, towering high above the Ship, the Ship, was a
gigantic Iceberg. An authoritive Voice cried out, "MEET IT!" There was not a moment’s hesitation. It was
a time for instant Action. The engineer put on Full Steam, and the man at the wheel steered the ship
straight (the straight testimony!) into the iceberg. With a crash she struck the Ice. There was a fearful
Shock, and the iceberg broke into many pieces, falling with a noise like thunder to the deck. The
passengers were violently SHAKEN (THE SHAKING!) by the force of the collision, but no lives were lost.
The vessel was injured, but not beyond repair. She rebounded from the contact, trembling from the
stem to stern like a living creature. Then she moved forward on her way.
"Well I knew the meaning of this representation. I had my orders. I had heard the Words, like a voice
from our Captain, "Meet it!"...regarding the errors that were coming in among us! Series B 2:56
Reveal for the first time! What is the straight testimony to the Laodiceans? Who gives it? Do they give it
to themselves? Which company lessens? Who is shaken out? Out of what? Based on EW 269-271.
But there are FOOTNOTES MISSING! So we use 1T 179-184, which has the MISSING FOOTNOTES!
(without which this testimony cannot be understood! Have you heard of these Footnotes before? NO? I
wonder why???)
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Two Ships in Vision
"I was shown the people of God pleading with God (company 1) deep anxiety....firmness....great
earnestness......
"Some, I saw (company 2) did not participate in this work (they’re in celebration) of agonizing and
pleading. They seemed indifferent and careless. They were not resisting the darkness, and it shut them
in like a thick cloud....The angels LEFT those who made no effort (no character change; everything will be
given us at Jesus second coming; they thought) ....and I lost sight of them." 1T 181 EW 270.
Now pay attention to the following. EW 270 or 1T 181 shows "A COMPANY" that is giving the STRAIGHT
TESTIMONY to the Laodiceans.
"The church is in the Laodicean state. The presence of God is not in her midst."--1NL 99 (1898). {LDE
49.1}
This is important; it is called a "message" and a "trumpet" (1T 180 FOOTNOTE).
"The solemn testimony upon which the DESTINY of the church hangs." 1T181
"Some ...(group 2) will rise up against it the straight testimony EW 270
"The numbers of this sealed (group 1) company lessened. Some had been shaken out and left by the
Way." EW 271, 1T 181 FOOTNOTES
You see, the SDA church teaches, that if you leave the church, you are shaken out. This is the opposite of
what has really happened:
"In this time the gold will be separated from the dross in the church. True godliness will be clearly
distinguished from the appearance and tinsel of it. Many a star that we have admired for its brilliancy
will then go out in darkness. Chaff like a cloud will be borne away on the wind, even from places where
we see only floors of rich wheat. All who assume the ornaments of the sanctuary, but are not clothed
with Christ's righteousness, will appear in the shame of their own nakedness." {5T 81.1}
If you separate the gold from the dross in the church what does that leave in the church? DROSS
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